DEAR NEIGHBOR,

It’s with gratitude and pride that I share with you BWI’s 2020 Biannual Report. As always, these numbers don’t tell just BWI’s story; behind every stat, every outcome, is a real New Yorker with a family to care for and goals for their future.

As we enter a new chapter of our story, one in which our city and our most vulnerable neighbors face mounting economic uncertainty, one thing is clear to me: BWI was built for this moment. BWI has never backed down from serving New York’s most vulnerable communities. Through 9/11, Hurricane Sandy, the 2008 recession, and now, a global pandemic and national civil rights movement, we’ve been here, developing and delivering high-quality skills training and job placement programming.

That’s why when New York needed us most, we were ready. Even at the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic, we know our city never truly stopped - and neither did BWI. We didn’t stop providing crucial training and resources to new trainees and past graduates. Instead, we pivoted to virtual programming, provided continuing education resources for alumni, and offered material supports to graduates - essential workers, those who had their job searches interrupted, and those who lost their hard-earned roles. That’s just how we’re built.

Read on for more about how we’re fighting poverty and getting New Yorkers back to work. And thank you for building with us - our greatest impact is yet to come.

Aaron Shiffman, Executive Director

OUR MISSION

BWI’s mission is to empower low-income New Yorkers by creating living-wage employment opportunities and access to career paths. Our programs counter prevailing market inequalities, especially those based on race or gender, and contribute to a broader movement for economic justice.

WHO WE SERVE

PEOPLE OF COLOR

96% of trainees identify as Black, Latinx, Asian, or Indigenous

NYCHA RESIDENTS

50% of trainees are public housing residents

UNEMPLOYED FOR A YEAR OR MORE

32% of trainees have not worked in at least a year

FOREIGN-BORN

23% of trainees are immigrants

CRIMINAL JUSTICE INVOLVED

22% of trainees report previous involvement with the criminal justice system
Graduates immediately start earning wages well above their previous incomes - and working their ways toward raises and promotions.
OUR PROGRAMS

- **BROOKLYN WORKFORCE COLLABORATION**
  Employer-customized training

- **BROOKLYN WOODS**
  Woodworking and fabrication

- **RED HOOK ON THE ROAD**
  Commercial driving

- **BROOKLYN NETWORKS**
  Low-voltage cable installation

- **NYCHA RESIDENT TRAINING PROGRAM**
  Careers with NYCHA

- **BROOKLYN WORKFORCE COLLABORATION**
  Employer-customized training

- **NEW YORK DRIVES**
  "Made in NY" bridge program for driver’s licensing

- **"MADE IN NY" PRODUCTION ASSISTANT TRAINING**
  Television and film production

- **"MADE IN NY" POST PRODUCTION TRAINING**
  Television and film post-production
OUR SUPPORTERS

FOUNDATIONS, CORPORATIONS, & BANKS
1834 Project
Academy FilmCraft Grant Program
AICP Foundation
ALLINBKLYN
Altman Foundation
Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation
Anonymous
Bank of America
BankUnited
Barker Welfare Foundation
Bernard F. and Alva B. Gimbel Foundation
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
Bloomberg L.P.
Capital One
Citi Foundation - Progress Makers
Consortium for Worker Education
Cresco Labs
Enterprise Community Partners
Francine A. LeFrak Foundation
Joyce and Irving Goldman Family Foundation
Harry and Jeannette Weinberg Foundation
Hyde & Watson Foundation
Ira W. DeCamp Foundation
Jean & Louis Dreyfus Foundation
JP Morgan Chase Foundation
Lawrence Foundation
M&T Bank Charitable Foundation
Margaret Cargill Foundation
Mary J. Hutchins Foundation
MUFG Union Bank
New York Post Alliance
NYC Workforce Funders Group (via NYCT)
NYU Community Fund
Price Family Foundation
Richard Lounsbery Foundation
Robin Hood Foundation
Santander Bank
The Janey Fund Charitable Trust
Tiger Foundation

GOVERNMENT
NYC Council
NYC Human Resources Administration - Families Forward
NYC Mayor’s Office of Media and Entertainment
NYC Department of Small Business Services
NYC Workforce Development Corporation
NYS Department of Labor
NYS Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
NYS Office of Temporary and Disability Assistance

BWI is grateful for the generous contributions we receive each year from our hundreds of individual supporters.

OUR BOARD

Lisa Cowan | Robert Sterling
Clark Foundation

Michelle De La Uz | Fifth Avenue Committee

Lara Gruber | Google

Jeff Reiser | Fitch Solutions

Gary Rindner | Attorney

Anjulika Saini | LinkedIn

Christopher Sand | Ardian Buyout Fund

Ann Solomon | Inclusiv

Patricia Swann | NY Community Trust

Toya Williford | Mayor’s Fund to Advance NYC

Melissa Woods | Cohen, Weiss and Simon LLP

June Yearwood | Church Pension Fund
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Facebook & Instagram @brooklynworkforceinnovations. - Twitter @nybwi